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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

May'19 1392 11 1392 1386 1381 May'19 91,35 0,00 91,35 91,35 91,35

Jul'19 1408 5 1412 1404 1403 Jul'19 93,75 1,10 94,00 92,55 92,65

Sep'19 1422 5 1427 1417 1417 Sep'19 96,05 1,05 96,25 94,90 95,00

Nov'19 1440 6 1443 1440 1434 Dec'19 99,60 1,00 99,80 98,40 98,60

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1405, 1375 & 1340
Resistances: 1420, 1445, 1465 & 1545

New York ICE:

Supports: 91,50, 87,00 & 85,00-84,00
Resistances: 94,50, 96,00, 103,75 & 113,00
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last high low

1,12044 1,12161 1,11759
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR-FX

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

Last week the EURUSD broke 1.12, each time it is harder to see higher levels due to bad data in Europe (or very bad) and some good data in the United States.

On Friday, we had US GDP data for the first quarter at 3.2% (one percentage point increase compared to the previous quarter).

Data for this week - the highlight are the Federal Reserve meeting this Wednesday and the Bank of England on Thursday

Brazil FOB and internal prices are reportedly steady, perhaps another constructive factor. Brazil temperatures are average; however, there was a report of strong

winds which would knock beans to the ground.

The flow of coffee to the market remains slow with producers showing no incentive to increase volume only offering to cover their immediate cash needs. There
is no forward business trading lately as producers/cooperatives see no incentive at general low-price structure. Local roasters on the other hand are very quiet
just taking deliveries of their old purchases rather than buy additional.

Market participants have the perception that inventories, or the carry-over, might be bigger than accounted for on the spread-sheets, including conies, and

buyers, looking at it, hope that diffs will somehow get softer in the next two-months.

The harvest of the 2019/20 crop was effectively initiated in all regions producing arabica and Robusta coffee. Despite the progress of activities this year, the
volume of the 2018/19 season available in the market is still significant. Some remaining coffee businesses have been held in recent weeks, depending on the
cash requirement of the producers. In general, however, liquidity in the domestic market is considered low, given the lower internal and external prices of the

grains, which are close (or in some cases even below) production costs.

Most of the areas of Espirito Santo and South of Bahia are all busy under harvesting activities which increases availabilities of Conilons, therefore more offers
seen at the market. Prices so far hold between BR$270.00/BR$275.00 but should ease as long as more volume arrive at the market. Local roasters keep
sidelined.

A surprise acceleration of pension bill proceedings in Lower House could offer some cushion against another session of dollar strength. Lower House Speaker

Rodrigo Maia scheduled proceeding to install special committee to discuss pension reform for today; if confirmed, it will be quicker than most were expecting,
and could lead Brazilian markets to outperform to peers.

Real finally breached the mid-term level at 3.94 after testing it for several sessions. For BRL, 4.00/USD serves more as psychological barrier than a significant
technical level, with true dollar resistance to be seen only near 4.20.

Coffee exports from Vietnam in the first four months of this year will likely fall an estimated 13.5 percent from a year earlier to 629,000 tons, equal to 10.48

million 60-kg bags, the General Statistics Office said in a report on Monday. Coffee export revenue for Vietnam would likely decline 22.6 percent to $1.09 billion
in the four-month period.

Temperatures in Vietnam are still high, causing stress to cherry growth but cooled into the weekend, something to keep an eye on.

Coffee farmers in Vietnam can reduce their carbon footprint by growing other plant species alongside coffee, according to new data from the Initiative for
Sustainable Landscapes (ISLA) program by IDH, compiled by Agri-Logic and based on the work by different coffee agents. This method, together with improved

fertilizer and water use, could significantly reduce the impact of coffee production on climate change. By diversifying, farmers can also broaden their range of
income sources available to them, increasing their climate resilience.

In Colombia the Mitaca is underway but so far premiums have not eased and those who need coffee from the origin have no choice but to pay differentials US$

10cents higher comparing to levels practiced when NY was above US$ 100.00 cents/lb.

Activity on Milds slower on one side due to the more than good coverage of Industry and Trade and another side by the price crisis.

Peru will start its first shipments of new crop and is believed to have 3.91 million bags of 60 kilos production this year, therefore, a lower figure than the

2018/19 which was 4.24 million.

Costa Rica has recorded very good rains during March and April with good expectations regarding the next harvest: meanwhile, for the current one, the
expectation is reduced from 1.35 to 1.28 million 60 kg bags.

The Salvadoran coffee council is campaigning to open new South American markets, such as Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, to be add to Argentina's existing
market.

The Government of Jamaica hopes to access US$100 million in grant funding from China to advance the development of the local coffee industry. “I have

already had discussions with the present owner of a large part of the Jamaica Blue Mountain Coffee system. He has indicated to me that he is willing to look at
us finding another partner to work with him to more aggressively build out the coffee industry,” Agriculture minister, Audley Shaw told the House of
Representatives on Tuesday.

China and Ethiopia have signed a Memorandum of Understanding on Tuesday on coffee exports to China and to deepen bilateral trade cooperation. Under the

agreement, efforts will be made to encourage the export of Ethiopia’s cash crops, starting with coffee, and seek buyers to help sell Ethiopian coffee in China. The
memorandum was signed between Ethiopia’s Ministry of Innovation and Technology and the Investment Promotion Center of CCPIT. Amid increasing demand for

coffee among younger Chinese, penetrating the emerging coffee market has become a major priority of Ethiopian coffee producers and exporters. Advanced
technologies such as blockchain are expected to be applied in the coffee making process to add more value to the country’s coffee industry, said Getahun
Mekuria, Ethiopia’s innovation and technology Minister.

Coca-Cola has announced plans to launch a coffee-infused drink, Coca-Cola Coffee, in more than 25 markets around the world by the end of the year, CEO

James Quincey said. The new product, which blends Coke with coffee, will aim to tap into the demand for healthier drinks and is part of the brand’s efforts to
become a “total beverage company” and not just a soda purveyor. Aside from Coke Coffee, the company will test a new energy drink in Europe and roll out

ready-to-drink versions of Costa Coffee beverages later this year. Coca-Cola acquired Costa, the world’s second largest coffee chain from Britain’s Whitbread for
$5.1 billion in August 2018, and closed the deal in January this year.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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